SURVIVING
LOWELL ONE
PRAYER AT A TIME

The Florida Department of Corruption

Karla Lorraine Wooten
Today is March 14th 2020. On March 11, 2020 I received confirmation that corrupt Lowell Main Unit Staff are tampering with the legal mail. I watched Officer Wiford who took over for a civilian in Major Cooper’s office where legal mail is done Monday through Friday go through my Federal legal mail from the Federal Court in Odessa and read each page, which is illegal. When I said something to her about reading my legal mail she lied and said that she was scanning it. She was NOT scanning it, she was reading it violating both my state and federal civil and constitutional rights. On Friday 3/13/20 after Officer Wiford did NOT do a legal mail agent log for the entire prison, she wrote me a bogus CC to try to take my gain time but, I had 10 inmates write her up for NOT doing legal mail and I told a (Captain, 2 Sargeants), contacted the Warden Stacey Tosi and had email sent +

REVIVING LOST CALM/PRAYER/CESTNE(2) KARLA WOOTEN (Page 2)
I wrote letters on her to the FBI, US Dept of Justice, State Rep Diane Har, the Inspector General in the Governor's Office + 10 other State and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies. I am a Warrior. I am a Queen. I will NOT be a victim of a corrupt system that wants me to allow their staff to steal my Gain Time to fabricate fraudulent reports in my inmate file and to retaliate without my swift response to ALL attacks on my dignity, my integrity, my spirit, my soul as the harassment and viciousness of the staff at this compound is illegal and a violation of both State and Federal Law. You will find that the law is subjective and discriminatory and that the staff manipulate Chapter 33, the State law - to their advantage to abuse inmates that are to be safe in their care, custody and control.
I pray every day that God gives me peace in the midst of confusion, peace that passes all understanding, that God speaks peace to my mind, heart, spirit, soul and body and that God protect me from the evil people at Lowell.

Recite Psalm 91 with me (put in psalm 91)

Karla, who dwells in the secret place of the Most High, shall abide under the shadow of the ALMIGHTY. Karla will say of the Lord—God is Karla's refuge and Karla's fortress. Karla's God. In God, Karla will trust. Surely, God shall deliver Karla from the traps of the enemy and from perilous disease. God shall cover Karla with His feathers and under God's wings Karla shall take refuge. God's truth shall be Karla's shield and armor. Karla shall not be afraid of the terror by night, nor the arrow that flies by day, nor of the disease/evil that walks in darkness. Nor of the destruction that lays waste by noonday. A thousand may fall at Karla's side, and 10,000 at Karla's right hand, but Karla shall survive.
It shall NOT come near Karla. Only with Karla's eves shall Karla look and see the reward of the wicked. Because Karla has made the Lord her refuge, even the most high Karla's dwelling place. No evil shall befall Karla, Nor shall any plague come near Karla's dwelling. For God shall give God's angels charge over Karla to keep Karla in all Karla's ways. In their hands they shall bear Karla up, lest Karla dash her foot against a stone. Karla shall tread upon the lion and the cobra. The young lion and the serpent Karla shall trample upon God, therefore God will deliver Karla upon God, therefore God will deliver Karla. Because Karla has known God's name. Karla shall call upon God and God will answer Karla. God will be with Karla in trouble. God will deliver Karla and honor Karla with long life. God will satisfy Karla and show Karla God's salvation. In Jesus Name, I believe I receive salvation.

SURVIVING LOWELL 1 PRAYER AT A TIME

(5) KARA WOOTEN (PAGE 5)
I won these grievances for whipcord NOT putting out an call-out. Today is 5/28/20
I have spent 61 days so far on a 90 day sentence in lock in Tango dorm due to bogus
Disciplinary reports written on me by Lowell Main Unit Sergeant Paugale out of retaliation.
On 1/21/20 I was put into K dorm at Lowell Main Unit due to coming out of Protective
 Custody in Sierra Dorm. I will explain about how I was forced to put myself into P
 after I reported the fact that a convicted
 pedophile Ada Cook was molesting a youthful
 offender named Inmate Gomez in C dorm. Per
 Chapter 33, General Population is NOT to interact
 with the youthful offenders and when I came
to Lowell in October 2019 I was put into C1
 and there was a 16 year old juvenile offender
 (YO) named Inmate Gomez housed in C2 alone
 which is a dorm that houses 70 inmates. Lowell
 Main Unit Staff allowed Cook to go into C2.

With this YO, where Cook assaulted her. Per Ch 33,
with this YO, where Cook assaulted her. Per Ch 33, Staff or other inmates under Preliminary Prison
Staff or other inmates under Preliminary Prison
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Holley at the time was in prison for petty theft. When she volunteered, I did not know this. I found out later that she had been put in prison 3 times for being a thief. Holley started stealing from me and I never said a word to her, I just stopped putting funds into her account. Not knowing that Holley was plotting on me because I was putting money into other people's accounts and NOT hers. While in K2 dorm I had another inmate named Stacey Bailey come to my bed to confront me due to 1 of her drug clients Amanda being tested for eliben. Due to the fact that I wrote a lot of grievances Bailey assumed that I wrote her client Amanda up but I didn't. All 3 Amadas, in K2 at that time were/are on drugs and about 25 people out of 70 in K dorm were crawling on the floor of the dorm in the bathrooms, seizing, vomiting, not bathing, arguing like they were crazy, acting extremely violent, belligerent and psychotic. De-toxing in the bathroom, the ambulance was called due to 1 minute seizing 15 times back to back. When they were not doing that they were having sex in the toilet areas, the closets, the bathrooms, the closets + bed areas. I reported this behavior as the dorm was in a riot state constantly (constantly); and NOT SAFE. I filed many grievances and wrote many agencies.
May 18, 2020

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #148438
Lowell Correctional Institution - Annex
11120 N.W. Gainesville Rd.
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2019-11-20-0009

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on May 15, 2020, in which you expressed concerns about your safety and the conduct of staff and other inmates at Lowell Correctional Institution - Annex. You also requested a transfer.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General

Copies of the letters that I sent and what I reported can be obtained by filing a Federal Freedom of Information Act requests per US Code §5, Sections 551 and 552.

Surviving Lowell (14) Karla Wooten
Know Your Rights: The Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA)  
August 2011

The Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) makes it harder for prisoners to file lawsuits in federal court. This fact sheet outlines the information you need to know before filing a lawsuit.

If you are thinking about filing a lawsuit, then you should know about a 1996 law called the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA), which makes it harder for prisoners to file lawsuits in federal court. There are many parts to the PLRA, but the following parts are the most important for you to understand.

I. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES (42 U.S.C. §1997e(a))

The first key to remember about the PLRA is that before you file a lawsuit, you must try to resolve your complaint through the prison’s grievance procedure. This usually requires that you give a written description of your complaint (often called a “grievance”) to a prison official. If the prison provides a second or third step (like letting you appeal to the warden), then you must also take those steps. If you file a lawsuit in federal court before taking your complaints through every step of your prison’s grievance procedure, it will almost certainly be dismissed.

A. What is exhaustion?

Exhausting your remedies for the PLRA requires filing a grievance and pursuing all available administrative appeals.[1] In addition, every claim you raise in your lawsuit must be exhausted.[2] However, if a prisoner does not file a grievance because he is unable to obtain grievance forms, no administrative remedy is “available” and the prisoner may file in court.[3]

In a multi-step grievance system, if staff fail to respond within the time limits established in the grievance system’s rules, the prisoner must appeal to the next stage.[4] If the prisoner does not receive a response at the final appeal level, and the time for response has passed, the prisoner has exhausted.[5]
An exception to the requirement that all appeals be taken occurs if the prisoner cannot appeal without a decision from the lower level of the grievance system, and the lower level did not respond to the grievance.[6]

Courts have differed widely on when failure to exhaust might be excused.[7] But the safest course is always:

with respect to each claim you want to raise, and each defendant [8] you want to name, in your eventual lawsuit, you should file a grievance and appeal that grievance through all available levels of appeal.

Ultimately, proper exhaustion depends upon the policy requirements of your particular jail or prison. You should get a copy of your prison or jail's grievance policy and follow it as closely as you can.

B. What happens if you don’t exhaust the grievance process?

The Supreme Court held that failure to exhaust is an affirmative defense that must be raised by the defendants.[9] Then, if the court finds that the prisoner has not exhausted, the case is dismissed without prejudice,[10] meaning that the lawsuit may be filed again once the prisoner has exhausted, as long as the statute of limitations has not run. If you have exhausted some of your claims, but not all, the court will dismiss only the unexhausted claims. [11]

There is not a great deal of case law yet addressing whether a prisoner who misses a deadline in the grievance process (many grievance systems have very short deadlines) forever loses his/her constitutional or statutory claim. If you are in this situation, you should appeal through all the levels of the grievance system and explain in the grievance the reasons for the failure to file on time.[12]

Finally, the statute of limitations is tolled while a prisoner is in the process of exhausting.[13]

C. There are very few exceptions to the exhaustion requirement.

Prisoners seeking to bring a damages action must exhaust available
administrative remedies even if the administrative remedy in question, like almost all prison grievance systems, does not provide money damages as a possible remedy.\[14\]

Other means of notifying prison officials of your complaint, such as speaking to staff, putting in a kite, or writing to the warden, do not constitute exhaustion. You must use the grievance system.

In the only decision to address this issue, the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals said that under PLRA, courts may still issue injunctions to prevent irreparable injury pending exhaustion of administrative remedies.\[15\]

The exhaustion requirement does not apply to detainees in INS facilities.\[16\] Also, the exhaustion requirement does not apply to cases filed before the effective date of PLRA, which is April 26, 1996.\[17\]

II. FILING FEES (28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)).

The Second key to remember about the PLRA is that all prisoners must pay court filing fees in full. If you do not have the money up front, you can pay the filing fee over time through monthly installments from your prison commissary account, but the filing fee will not be waived.

A complex statutory formula requires the indigent prisoner to pay an initial fee of 20% of the greater of the prisoner’s average balance or the average deposits to the account for the preceding six months. After the initial payment, the prisoner is to pay monthly installments of 20% of the income credited to the account in the previous month until the fee has been paid.

A major complication of this procedure is that it requires the prison or other facility holding the prisoner to cooperate administratively in the process for assessing the court’s statutory fee. The courts can require the prison administration to provide the necessary information.\[18\]

III. THREE STRIKES PROVISION (28 U.S.C. § 1915(g))

The Third key thing to remember about the PLRA is that each lawsuit or appeal you file that is dismissed because a judge decides that it is frivolous,
malicious, or does not state a proper claim counts as a “strike.” After you get three strikes, you cannot file another lawsuit in forma pauperis – that is, you cannot file unless you pay the entire court filing fee up-front. The only exception to this rule is if you are at risk of suffering serious physical injury in the immediate future.

An appeal of a dismissed action that is dismissed is a separate strike.[19] Even dismissals that occurred prior to the effective date of PLRA count as strikes.[20]

An exception to the “three strikes” rule may be invoked if a prisoner is in imminent danger of serious physical injury.[21] A court will evaluate the “imminent danger” exception at the time the prisoner attempts to file the new lawsuit, not at the time that the incident that gave rise to the lawsuit occurred.[22]

IV. PHYSICAL INJURY REQUIREMENT (42 U.S.C. § 1997e(e))

The Fourth key to remember about the PLRA is that you cannot file a lawsuit for mental or emotional injury unless you can also show physical injury.

The requirement of physical injury only applies to money damages, it does not apply to claims for injunctive and declaratory relief.[23] Some courts have suggested the possible availability of nominal and punitive damages even when compensatory damages are barred by the requirement of physical injury.[24] The courts are split on whether a claim for violation of constitutional rights is intrinsically a claim for mental or emotional injury in the absence of an allegation of a resulting physical injury (or injury to property).[25] Not surprisingly, the courts differ in their evaluation of what constitutes sufficient harm to qualify as a physical injury.[26]
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Notes

[1] White v. McGinnis, 131 F.3d 593 (6th Cir. 1997); see also Sapp v. Kimbrell, 623 F.3d 813 (9th Cir. 2010) (prison’s improper screening out of administrative appeals may render administrative remedy “unavailable” for purposes of PLRA).


[5] Powe v. Ennis, 177 F.3d 393 (5th Cir. 1999). Cf. Lewis v. Washington, 300 F.3d 829 (7th Cir. 2002) (when prison officials do not respond to a prisoner’s initial grievance, administrative remedies are exhausted).


[7] See, e.g., Miller v. Tanner, 196 F.3d 1190 (11th Cir. 1999) (prisoner who failed to sign and date grievance form did not fail to exhaust administrative remedies; inmate did not fail to exhaust remedies by failing to appeal institutional-level denial of his grievance, after being told unequivocally that no such appeal was possible); Nyhuis v. Reno, 204 F.3d 65 (3d Cir. 2000) (substantial compliance with grievance procedure will satisfy exhaustion requirement); cf. Camp v. Brennan, 219 F.3d 279 (3d Cir. 2000) (holding that investigation of complaint by Secretary of Corrections rather than regular grievance system satisfied exhaustion requirement); but see Freeman v. Francis, 196 F.3d 641 (6th Cir. 1999) (investigations by use of force committee and state police are not exhaustion).

[8] But see Jones v. Bock, 549 U.S. 199 (2007) (rejecting 6th circuit’s requirement that a prisoner name every prospective defendant in a prison grievance in order to later bring suit against that defendant in federal court even where a prison’s internal grievance system did not require a prisoner to name specific individuals in a grievance).

[9] Jones v. Bock, 549 U.S. 199 (2007) (exhaustion requirement under the PLRA is not a pleading requirement that a prisoner must plead and prove before filing suit, rather it is an affirmative defense a defendant must plead or prove).

[10] Perez v. Wisconsin Dept. of Correction, 182 F.3d 532 (7th Cir. 1999); Wendell v. Asher, 162 F.3d 887 (5th Cir. 1998); Wright v. Morris, 111 F.3d 414 (6th Cir. 1997).


[12] Harper v. Jenkins, 179 F.3d 1311 (11th Cir. 1999) (holding that prisoner who filed an untimely grievance was obliged to seek a waiver of the time limits in the grievance system); see also Days v. Johnson, 322 F.3d 863 (5th Cir. 2003) (when prisoner’s grievance was untimely because he had a broken hand and could not write, dismissal for failure to exhaust was improper); Pozo v. McCaughtry, 286 F.3d 1022 (7th Cir. 2002) (prisoner who missed deadline on one of the levels of appeals of the grievance system barred from filing lawsuit).


Dear Ms. Wooten:

This is in response to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request.

The information you seek does not fall under the purview of the FOIPA. Rather, the FOIPA requires agencies to provide access to reasonably described, nonexempt records. The information requested in the referenced letter is not considered a FOIPA request because it does not comply with the FOIPA and its regulations. Therefore, your request is being administratively closed.

For questions on how to reasonably describe your request, please email us at foipaguestions@fbi.gov. You may also visit www.fbi.gov and select “Services,” “Information Management,” and “Freedom of Information/Privacy Act” for additional guidance.

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this request, you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an appeal through OIP’s FOIA-STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal. Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of my response to your request. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS). The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll-free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769. Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foiaquestions@fbi.gov. If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.” Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief, Record/Information Dissemination Section
Information Management Division

This is a letter I received after I wrote the FBI about their investigations of Lowell. I asked them the status of their investigations.

(91) KARLA WOOTEN

U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C. 20535

February 5, 2020

MS. KARLA WOOTEN
**T48438/53114
LOWELL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
11120 NW GAINESVILLE ROAD
OCALA, FL 34482-1499

Request No.: NFP-117494
Subject: WOOTEN, KARLA (Witness Offer)
December 10, 2019

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Lowell Correctional Institution - Annex
11120 N.W. Gainesville Rd
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2019-11-20-0009

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on December 10, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Lowell Correctional Institution. You also requested a transfer.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
How do I know this? Roysum told me.

Roysum also told me about Chloe Johnson's mom Teresa Johnson putting cigarettes and crack on 30-100 strips at a time in condom and bringing them into Lowell through visitation to her daughter. Teresa Johnson would then pull the condom out of her vagina at the microwave and pass it to her daughter, who would then pull one of the condoms off and then slip the drugs + cigarettes which were inside her vagina still at the microwave and Chloe Johnson would then push the condom up into her vagina to the left so that it would sit on her cervical shelf in her body. All at the microwave in visitation at Lowell Annex. Roysum talked about all of this because she was angry that after she gave this business plan to Johnson that Johnson did NOT split the drugs with her and that Johnson who had never had more than $200 at one time in her account, now had thousands of dollars in her account. Roysum while in lock had the confinement order by Brittany Miller bringing her in drugs, coffee, creamer, food, drinks, etc all slipped under the door and sent to her by Chloe Johnson + c/o inmate and sent to her by Chloe Johnson + c/o inmate named Courtney who was the staff canteen operator.

SURVIVING LOWELL (CO) KAILA WOOTEN
The Program that pays Inmates 10-17 cents an hour to make products/clothes for DOC staff these Inmates over heard Suppes laughing about how he let Inmate Roysum up and they wrote it up, Roysum was released from confinement AFTER 60 days in lock by Ms Shivers (head of Annex Classification & Asst Warden Quimby). Roysum who is a Drug Addict and Drug dealer that are $10,000 in Drug again at Lowell Annex Between November 24, 2019 and December 25th 2019 with her then girlfriend Chloe Johnson was then shown a tremendous amount of favouritism by Asst Warden Quimby and "Mama Shivers" who would let Roysum out of jail in exchange for Roysum "snitching" on other inmates. How do I know all this? Roysum while was in Protective Custody was my Bunkie-cell mate in lock and she told me. Roysum from 12/24/2019 to 1/07/2020 told me about how she talked to her Mom & Chloe Johnson's mom at Visitation in June or July of 2019 and that she told them that she needed money and that the fastest way to get it would be for one of them (the moms) to get on Roxys or Oxycodeone and then go to a Methadone Clinic to get Ciboxen. Ciboxen is a drug inhibitor that usually is used to get heroin addicts off heroin and it blocks their high yet it still gets the addict high a little bit. It is also a stay in prison. SURVIVING LOWELL. (58) KAMA WOOTEN
In 2014 Captain Harvey conducted a fire drill in uniform (U Dorm) at Lowell Main Unit at night. Lowell Main Unit Law Clerks told me that an inmate had a seizure and was on the ground convulsing and that Captain Harvey, Sgt Mo, Sgt Pasquale and others laughed and kept talking, delaying calling for at least 7-10 minutes for medical assistance, all while the inmate was having a Grand Mal epileptic seizure. Harvey and friends called this inmate all kinds of BITCHES and Cunts and told U dorm Main Unit Inmates that if any of them attempted to help the inmate seizing that he would lock them up in T dorm (Yes—where I am now housed) and make them disappear and that he had done it before to other inmates and that if the U dorm inmates did not believe him that they better ask someone else.

Now Captain Suppes is no longer allowed at Lowell until an inmate named Carissa Roysum goes home. Roysum was lied on by Captain Suppes who tried to say that she hit him in the face, to get her put into Close Management. He had 3 conduct Lowell Staff agree to lie with him to get Inmate Roysum up. Inmates in Pride-the
Not only would Captain Harvey do this to inmates so would Captain Suppes when he was a Sergeant. Suppes and Harvey would fabricate disciplinary reports on inmates to get those female inmates put into solitary confinement (a form of torture) and then after placing the inmates for 1 year or longer in Close Management (CM) confinement then what would happen is that the inmates would then receive outside criminal charges so that the inmate would receive battery on a Law Enforcement officer bogus charges and receive more time in prison. Marion County’s State Atty has illegally prosecuted many inmates due to Suppes lies. Suppes, Captain Goile, Captain Coffee, Captain Harvey would do this and laugh about their corrupt behavior in abusing the women that are supposed to be safe in their custody, care and control. They would also call the women out like a dog calling them bitches and cunts despite the fact that their employee code of conduct states that they are to be professional at all times and not use profanities.
The State of Florida is NOT serving Tax Payers well and neither the State of Florida DOC nor State is being run by economists or people concerned about the freeing of the Florida Tax Payers. State Rep Dianne Harl; State Rep Amy Mercado + others have tried to get Gov De Santis to do something but he hasn’t done anything yet. What logical reason exists for the State to have 2 Duty Wardens + 4 Wardens at Lowell is beyond me. Economically it does not make any logical sense. What does Lowell Wardens do all day? Walk around expecting the inmates to be “inspection ready”. What does that mean? To have your bed made military style with your hygiene on your bed. And they walk around inspecting beds and acting nasty, vicious and petty and telling Staff to write the inmates a Disciplinary report to take your gain time if your bed is not inspection ready at all times between 5:30 am - 7pm or 5 pm sometimes. Staff wants your bed inspection ready at 9 pm at night for abusive Staff like Main Unit Captains - Captain Coffee and Captain Harvey. Captain Harvey when he was a Sergeant would take inmates who declared psychological emergencies behind Medical and beat them until they were in handcuffs and then he would tell on the inmates and say that the inmates in handcuffs assaulted him. How?
Floridaans in 2018 asked the elected officials for prison reform—state officials still have not enacted prison reform ignoring the constituents that put them in office, the Florida Tax Payers. The prison crime rate is the lowest that it has been since 1963. Yet Florida has 100,000 people in prison and 196,000 people on probation. In either 2014 or 2017 the Florida Supreme Court ordered the Florida Clemency Board, a division of the Department of Corrections to fix the current Clemency system that it is unconstitutional yet even so the Clemency Board has done nothing, despite the fact that 55% of people in prison are eligible for some type of early release. Due to the COVID-19 Corona Virus we are going into a recession $435 million dollars that is in the $3 billion dollar 1-year budget could be better used to support seniors, school safety and the state employment and unemployment programs if this money was recovered from the DOC Health Services program. The DOC Medical provider Centurion of Florida has been sued by over 25 Attorneys General. If the State were to release on Conditional Medical Release all inmates who have been diagnosed with Terminal Illnesses—that $435 million could go to help boost Florida's Economy.

Why is the Governor wasting $435 million of Taxpayer Dollars?

Surviving Lowell (50) Kailla Wooten
The Health Department shut down the
Inmate Dining Hall - the Chow Hall twice
due to both a rat & maggot/fly infestation.
Also Staff let an inmate with her
purse, Staff had inmates cutting checks
to their family to bring in drugs & a
lot of other illegal activity occurred at
Gadsden and still is occurring at Gadsden.

Why do I report criminal acts committed
by Staff & Inmates? Because pursuant to
State and federal law the wrongful concealment
of a felony is a felony. Also these Staffs
that swear to uphold and abide by the
laws of the State & Federal Government
break the law daily. They act superior to
the inmates and try to degrade, humiliate,
embarrass and make the inmates feel
like trash and abuse the inmates who
are people - someone's mother, child, daughter
while their oath States that all inmates
care to be safe in their care, custody and
control. They are inmates in a different uniform or should be in prison.

Many inmates or former inmates and former
have Staff & current Staff feel the same
way that I do. Florida is a prison State,
with the 3rd largest prison system in the
U.S., it is big business and a dirty business.

SURVIVING TOWELL (48) KAMA WOOTEN
At this point I believe that ALL inmates are safe at Lowell, yet the primary rule of the State of Florida Department of Corrections also known as the DEPT of Corruption is that ALL inmates are to be safe in the care, custody and control of DOC staff and DOC contractors. Right?

You have seen in the last few pages a lot of letters that I received about DOC Contractor Gradyden correctional facility also known as Management Training Centers. It is thought of as a riddle camp or luxurious compared to the DOC prisons. The canteen is better, they have a lot of programs whose certificates are invalid and out of date and they have a lot of Ghetto Black Staff who are very unprofessional and racist towards white inmates. They also play a lot of favoritism Games and while I was there in 2016, a male inmate staff member - all the staff act like inmates at least 80% of them do

got an inmate pregnant; staff tampered with and threw a lot of the inmates mail away, staff stole money from the inmates sent in as inmate money orders, the warden - Warden Sontberg stole inmate donations + money from the State, staff brought in drugs, pressured inmates for sex, etc.

WVIVING LOWELL (416) CARLA WOUTEN
The inmates on death row at this time are Tim Brown, Margaret Allen and Tiffany Cole.

There is talk of all Florida executions being put on hold at this time due to the US Supreme Court being concerned that inmates are feeling the chemical injections that kill those on death row and if being inhumane or/and violating the 8th Amendment.

Tina Brown and her daughter Brittany Miller burned another person to death, Margaret Allen tortured someone to death and Tiffany Cole buried 2 family friends, an elderly couple alive.

I have nothing today about Death Row. Death row to those of us in lock have TV's in their cells, can sleep $100. per week, go to recreation in a Dog cage behind T door, and they use the lock. "SPECIAL INMATES."

I am NOT jealous of them. I would not trade my prison sentence for their sentence for any thing in the world. ONLY God can and will judge them as He will judge us all.

Lowell is a lawless prison. It is a law unto itself. Lowell has 6 Wardens. WHY? When we are in a decension?? Lowell has (1) Warden Foster, (2) Warden Gilmour, (3) Warden Stacey, (4) Warden Gordon, (5) Duty Warden Siverson, (6) Duty Warden Lamier. WHY? This is a waste of Tax Dollars.
Me to go to pill line when I was not supposed to go to pill line at all due to the fact that all my RX were cancelled by a man named Dr. Benoit who decided that the 150 prison Medical provider did not need to give me any RX due to the fact that I have a terminal illness and I watched this ridiculous Dr tear up all my RX and cancel them in my medical file and tell me that my left leg was basically gone and that staff should have treated me before my leg had gotten to the state that it was in. Centurion of Florida staff have been sued in 25 states by Attys Generals and have the worst reputation of any medical provider in the US. Most of their doctors have to many lawsuits filed against them that they cannot get a job in the real world and NO medical malpractice insurer will insure them due to their Medical Negligence and their incompetency. Inmate would be better off with a Veterinarian as a Doctor. I am finishing this book on May 3rd 2020 - May 30, 2020 and in Tango dorm roasting due to the Air Conditioning being out since 5/27/20. This is Illegal Conditioning being out since 5/27/20. This is Illegal Conditioning being out since 5/27/20. This is Illegal. Some of the cells temps exceed 80 to 90 degrees. The staff (of Florida and its Correction staff are a law unto themselves, the A/C came back on and then went out 5 times and we are suppose to by them what 5 times and we are supposed to by them what open or A/C. I am housed on the same quad 2 with death row. The windows are NOT open in Tango Dorm. Many inmates have died in all dorm.
Now right after he wrote that I was set Pasquale wrote 5 more 80's on everyone that went to the store except Cassandra Holley again practicing discrimination + corruption and then he also wrote another 50 80's on me for fraud when there is no fraud involved and he also has no victim and they sentenced me to another 30 days in lock to try to have me in lock for 90 days for being hungry, sick and needing hygiene and being disabled and due to Inmate Bank taking all of my money instead of the 1090 to 2020 that they were told to take by my state + federal court orders, Chapter 33, states that all 80's are to be written within 24 hours of the incident occurring, this man Pasquale was allowed by the consert lowell administration Warden Sowiter, Warden Quimby, Major Cooper, Colonel Rossin, Warden Tozi, Ms. Inner to backdate a 80 for an event 70 days after it occurred to try to destroy me.

I filed a BREA against Sgt Pasquale for him groping me in the dark on 12/5/2019 while I was in cuffs and due to his sexual proposition on 2/13/20 when he told me that he has a big swinging dick, that he is hung like a horse and that I can fuck with him if I want to and try his gangsta. He came to force surviving Lowell (UU) RAVALL WORTHEN
Classification Supervisor for saying that it was NOT her problem that and I then had her sexually assaulted a Wolf Covid at the main lock. And I had written up Ms. Farmer - my Classification Officer for the same thing. So they authorized this B u g s disciplinary report and then had Ms. Farmer sit in an OIC hearing to sentence me to 60 days in lock. When I tried to present evidence cell of it was ignored and denied. This was never an extortion D o, it was a lie for extorting. Now play attention to the fact that Climate Crosswind a Holley was never written a D o i t per Fla Administrative Code Chapter 3 3 the State law that directs, rules, governs and controls the DOC staff + DOC contractors and inmates are to be treated the same. All inmates are to be treated the same. The failure + refusal of staff to do so is both discrimination + a violation of com State + Federal law. Yet current Lowell staff deliberately targeted me, retaliated against me I wrote improper disciplinary reports on me to lock me up. I can name many inmates that scattered, assaulted + fought other inmates that were NOT sentenced to 60 days in lock. Some only were sentenced to 7 to 15 days due to their personal relationships with staff - Lt. Forman others.
On 3/20/20 I was happy to be moved
due to junkies running up on my Bed
Area trying to act like they were going
to attack me. Holley came to my Bed and
helped me pack and charged me sausage,
bread stew, fish and soup to carry my property
to the Main Unit Property Room to help me
due to my difficulty walking due to my
Disability. This is NOT the behavior of an
inmate that felt threatened. Holley was in
a rage about the fact that she was hoping
that I would transfer and leave funds
in her account and she was angry that for
more than 6 weeks I had not sent any
money to her. Due to her being a thief. So
Holley and a corrupt Sgt named Sgt Pasquale
who had sexually fondled me on 12/5/2019
when I was forced to carry almost 50 lbs
of property for a mile and half down 5
hills with my hands-cuffed behind my back.
Concocked up a conspiracy with Shirley Presley
to write me a Bogus DL for Extortion. How
do you do Extortion on a Broke Inmate???
Pasquale took 6 different emails on Jpay
Pasquale took to different emails on Jpay
that he used bits and pieces of to write a
that he used bits and pieces of to write a
that he used bits and pieces of to write a
Surviving Lowell

(310) 506-5525

CARMELA WOODEN
After I witnessed all of Shirley Presley's unacceptable behavior, I wrote and filed a
PLFA - Prisoner Rape Elimination Act on Presley
for exposing herself to Dennis, Masturbating on me in the shower and touching me on
my butt, groping Katrina Graham's breast and
showing Graham her panties and touching
many other white females on their butts and
in other places. Captain Jenkins locked Shirley
Presley on 3/25/20. On 3/23/20, 3/24/20 and
3/25/20 Holley had been to my Bed Area on
several occasions asking me for food and
asking me to put funds into her account. I
was extremely uncomfortable and also very
reluctant to do so and had told my
family NOT do put funds into Holley's acct
after numerous incidents of theft committed
by Holley against me. After being victimized
due to the COVID and being told by Staff that
we may be shut down, I asked my family to
put funds into Holley's account. On 3/20/20 I
was told that I may transfer. On 3/27/20 Holley
was told that I was going
and threatened and I was told that I was going
to lock with no reason given. I had been put at
Lowell work camp and was awakened at 4:30 am.

SURVIVING LOWELL (311) 436-6205
Shirley Creely also had been going to classification 3x per week or more unauthorized poisoning his former, Goldsmith and former
against inmates and telling the Secretary
for classification to tell these staff
that she loved them. On one occasion
Creely said this in front of all the K dorm.
Creely also had several Sergeants who
were intimidated by her that stated that
Creely was "protected" by the Colonel, so
they were afraid to lock her, search her
and do their jobs due to Shirley Creely's
manipulation. Shirley Creely started paying a
pedophile named Susan Creedy to listen to
all my conversations and to report them back
to her. Creely also went to 10 different staff
lied on me to try to incite staff to harass
me. Creely also wrote 20+ requests that were
"anonymous" and told other inmates to copy
them and to drop them on me. Creely also
told inmates to call their family and friends
and email them and to lie on me to get
me put into lock. All of these inmates were
Drug Addicts and Drug dealers, Holley was a drug addict
and I didn't know it and still is a drug addict.

SURVIVINGセルフ (22) JANNA WOOTEN
In fact Shirley Presley out of retaliation for me not being interested in her old ass decided to get inmates to drop requests on me and to pay inmate Cassandra Holley to lie on me and say that I threatened her to get me put into jail because Presley, Bailey and the Lowell Drug dealers felt like I was writing up and exposing their drug trafficking businesses. In 18 years in prison I've never bought or threatened any person.

Now I really don't care what other inmates do unless it affects me personally. In prison there will always be staff bringing in drugs. There will always be inmates getting drugs brought in to them through the mail + visitation. A lot of the drugs sold at Lowell came in through the mail, visitation + staff, and still do. I do feel that people in prison that their life is already destroyed to a certain extent along with their name + their reputation and their families. I do not think that it is OK for another inmate to destroy another inmate for financial gain - control and/or money. I do not think that it is OK for staff to destroy inmates for financial gain either. In fact it is illegal and a violation of State and Federal law.
After I told Shirley to stop groping me, Presley then started stalking me in the K dorm bathrooms, trying to catch me with my panties down and also came in the shower! morning while I was in there and started touching herself. I immediately got out of the shower due to being disgusted by Shirley Presley and her actions. Now Presley would go to the dorm officer station 10+ times daily and harass the staff, manipulate new officers to give her items out of the dorm officer station that no inmate is supposed to have. Presley would also stand at the officer station and snatch items from inmates all day long but, she did not talk about how she would beg inmates for their dinner yet had a locker full of canteen. She did not tell staff how she had forged staff signatures on passes at Lowell Annex and sold passes to inmates for $150 each. Presley did not tell staff about her extortion of the drug dealers on Lowell Main Limit, or how she would bully inmates in the telephone line, supply line, canteen line, drew line, library line, pill line and every where else, or the lies that she would tell on both staff and inmates.
Now any time that inmates act as a group or in conspiracy with each other and do anything it is considered to be either gang related or inciting a riot.

Shirley Presley has purple hair, dyed purple from Grape Kool-Aid, she is one of the most evil people that I've ever met and a master manipulator. She would hold Stacey Grayley's drugs for her because no one would search Presley. Presley also was in bed with officers and Sergeants at Lowell, Colonel Rossin and Classification Staff Ms. Williams, Classic Officer Ms. Goldsmith, Ms. Farmer and Sgt. Pasquale and others. Presley also is a Bully and while I was in K2 pit handicapped Inmate Samantha Dennis, after Presley had pulled up her dress in K dorm exposed her butt and told Samantha Dennis to suck out her asshole with a straw after she had taken a shit. I found this to be quite nasty and I also found it nasty that Presley groped a friend of mine Katrina Graham's breast told her that she had nice breasts and then showed Graham the croton of her panties and asked her if she had any bleach. Presley had bleach when she did this she just wanted to show Graham her panties and Presley groped me as well, and others.
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on October 19, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Dawn Case, Inspector General
October 19, 2018

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on October 19, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
    Dawn Case, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on October 19, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Dawn Case, Inspector General
Inmate Dianna Winters, DC #X55868  
Florida Women's Reception Center  
3700 N.W. 111th Place  
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-06-19-0009

Dear Inmate Winters:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on June 19, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of medical staff at Florida Women's Reception Center.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Florida Women’s Reception Center
3700 N.W. 111th Place
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-09-27-0003

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on June 8, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at the Florida Women’s Reception Center.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Florida Women's Reception Center  
3700 N.W. 111th Place  
Ocala, FL 34482-1479  

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-09-27-0003  

Dear Inmate Wooten:  

The Office of the Chief inspector General received your additional information on May 8, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the lack of personal hygiene items and the conduct of staff Florida Women's Reception Center.  

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.  

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:  

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]  

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General  

HR:df  

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
MEMO TO: KARLA WOOTEN, INMATE DC#T48438
FLORIDA WOMEN'S RECEPTION CENTER

FROM: ROBERT FLORES, BUREAU OF SECURITY OPERATIONS

DATE: MARCH 26, 2018

SUBJECT: HEALTH/COMFORT ITEMS AND INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT

Inmate Wooten,

In reviewing the correspondence, you sent regarding insufficient health and comfort items for the inmate population and inappropriate physical conduct between inmates and staff at Florida Women’s Reception Center. I have forwarded your letter to Warden Southerland for her to review and she will determine what appropriate action will be taken to resolve your concerns that you have addressed.

Sincerely,

______________________________
Robert Flores,
Bureau of Security Operations

CC: Kim Southerland, Warden
FWRC

*INSPIRING SUCCESS BY TRANSFORMING ONE LIFE AT A TIME*
Dear Attorney Steely,
Dear Regional Director Reidel

Please see the attached grievance about the toilet paper issue here at the Florida Women's Reception Center. On 1/17/18, Sgt. Baey gave 2 pads each to the women in F2. Yet I did not receive any, as she stated that she only had 20 bags of pads for the women to split. Officers that work with Sgt. Baey are splitting rolls of tissue and not giving to us an entire roll. The tissue and 2 pads each trying to make it look good (their words) not mine for the camera. I will be telling Representative Richardson and the DOC needs to know that this is unacceptable that an women's prison would do this. In addition to the Grievance I shouldn't have to contact the Director in the Governor's Office for the staff to do the right thing on toilet paper.

Your assistance would be appreciated in getting me back to Gadsden ASAP

(10)
REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY OR APPEAL

☐ Third Party Grievance Alleging Sexual Abuse

TO: ☐ Warden ☐ Assistant Warden ☑ Secretary, Florida Department of Corrections

From or IF Alleging Sexual Abuse, on the behalf of:

Wren, Karen

Last First Middle Initial DC Number Institution

Florida Women's Reception Center

1/29/18 I watched Officer Bailey hand out toilet paper rolls that had been ripped in half to various inmates that needed tissue. I sat for 7 hours from 7:30 Am. count where I was asked what supplies I

Until almost 3:30 waiting for tissue that I had been told that I would receive from Officer Bailey along with pads. At 3:45 I asked Officer Bailey again for pads as my period began and I needed some pads. Officer Bailey at 3:35 gave me 2 pads that he made me sign for due to the throw of the pads and I blazed heavily on my period and now have to wear 2-3 pads at a time. In addition to.

The DOC staff has no business economizing on pads and toilet paper. Making us down for pads or refusing to supply.

Officer Bailey without gloves ripped open a roll of toilet paper took the toilet paper wrapper from the brown core put a free toilet paper and ripped my roll and 10 other rolls in half.

Earlier this month Sgt Bailey had 20 packs of pads for 80 women to share, & offered us 2 pads each over 8000. Later, 17th. When they got to me. They had no pads and I have to wear pads daily, due to a medical condition that pertains to water pills and I had made staff asking me why I needed pads earlier this month. & this is outrageous, our remedy is issue pads per F.A.C. 33 and toilet paper

1/29/2018 per policy and

Procedure staff needs to stop playing games.

*BY SIGNATURE, INMATE AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING # OF 30-DAY EXTENSIONS: 0

INSTRUCTIONS

This form is used for filing a formal grievance at the institution or facility level as well as for filing appeals to the Office of the Secretary in accordance with Rule 33-103.006.
January 16, 2018

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Florida Women’s Reception Center
3700 N.W. 111th Place
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-09-27-0003

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on January 16, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about your safety and the conduct of staff at Florida Women’s Reception Center. You also requested a transfer to Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson
Operations Manager
Office of the Chief Inspector General

HR:df

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General

SURVIVING WOMEN
(80) KAYLA WOOTEN
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Homestead Correctional Institution
19000 S. W. 377th Street
Florida City, Florida 33034-6409

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence #2017-03-01-0007

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information (consisting of two separate letters) on June 20, 2017, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and the handling of mail at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Heather Robinson
Operations Manager
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Dawn Case, Inspector General
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on November 4, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Erin Omeis
Investigations Manager
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc/enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Dawn Case, Inspector General

KAYLA WOOTEN 
(SU)
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100  

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004  

Dear Ms. Wooten:  

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on November 4, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.  

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.  

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General's office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:  

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500  

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950  

Sincerely,  

Erin Romeiser  
Investigations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General  

cc/enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Dawn Case, Inspector General  

[Signature]
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on November 4, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General's office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Erin Romeiser  
Investigations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc/enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Dawn Case, Inspector General  

(88) KARLA WOOTEN
June 28, 2016

Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on June 28, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of inmates and staff, and the handling of your issues by the Department of Corrections, Office of Inspector General.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections and the Interim Inspector General for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General's office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

HR:ks

enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on June 28, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of inmates and staff, and the handling of your issues by the Department of Corrections, Office of Inspector General.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections and the Interim Inspector General for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

HR:ks

enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Case # 201509040004

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on June 28, 2016, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of inmates and staff, and the handling of your issues by the Department of Corrections, Office of Inspector General.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections and the Interim Inspector General for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

HR:ks

'enc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Yolanda Lockett, Interim Inspector General
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-03-01-0007-

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on April 28, 2017, in which you expressed concerns about your property, safety, and the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility. You have also requested a transfer.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdiction and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplande Way, Ste #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
     Dawn Case, Inspector General
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #1-48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6040 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-03-01-0007

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on April 20, 2017, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of a judge, and the conduct of staff and inmates at various Correctional Institutions, including Gadsden Correctional Facility.

As previously advised on April 19, 2017, this office does not have jurisdiction over court matters or judges. You may wish to report concerns regarding misconduct by a judge to the Judicial Qualifications Commission by writing to the following address:

Ricardo Morales, Chair  
Judicial Qualifications Commission  
P.O. Box 14106  
Tallahassee, FL 32303

However, after having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplande Way, Ste #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

HR:df

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Dawn Case, Inspector General
This letter acknowledges receipt of your correspondence. The information you seek does not fall under the purview of the FOIA; therefore, we have forwarded your correspondence to the appropriate office for their review and handling determination.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information
Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

Federal Witness
Whistle Blower Atty
David Reign (813) 318-5140
Morgan and Morgan
201 N. Franklin Street
Tampa Florida 33602
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100  

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-03-01-0007  

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information (consisting of two separate letters dated March 27 and 31, 2017) on April 4, 2017, in which you expressed concerns about the handling of your issues by the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services, and the conduct of an inmate at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplanade Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson  
Operations Manager  
Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
    Dawn Case, Inspector General  
    SURVIVING LOWELL (03) KARLA Wooten
Ms. Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2017-02-13-0006

Dear Ms. Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on February 13, 2017, in which you requested information about coordinating with the State of Florida on a “business idea/invention.” You also expressed concerns about someone attempting to “steal” your ideas.

Please be advised, this office does not have the information that you are seeking. You may wish to speak to an attorney who can advise you of any civil remedies that may be available to you. The Florida Bar offers a Lawyer Referral Service which you may contact by calling toll-free at (800) 342-8011. Additionally, Florida Legal Services, Inc. provides pro-bono legal services to those who qualify. You may contact Florida Legal Services, Inc. by calling (850) 385-7900, or by writing to the following address:

Florida Legal Services, Inc.
2425 Torreya Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32303

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Heather Robinson
Operations Manager
Office of the Chief Inspector General
Dear Ms. Wooten:

This acknowledges receipt of your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the FBI.

☒ Your request has been received at FBI Headquarters for processing.
☒ Your request has been received at the Resdent Agency / Field Office and forwarded to FBI Headquarters for processing.
☒ We are searching the indices to our Central Records System for the information responsive to this request. We will inform you of the results in future correspondence.
☒ The subject of your request is currently being processed for public release. Documents will be released to you upon completion.
☒ Release of responsive records will be made to the FBI's FOIA Library (The Vault), http://vault.fbi.gov, and you will be contacted when the release is posted.
☒ Your request for a fee waiver is being considered and you will be advised of the decision at a later date. If your fee waiver is denied, you will be charged fees in accordance with the category designated below.

☒ For the purpose of assessing fees, we have made the following determination:

☐ As a commercial use requester, you will be charged applicable search, review, and duplication fees in accordance with 5 USC § 552 (a)(4)(A)(ii)(I).
☐ As an educational institution, noncommercial scientific institution or representative of the news media requester, you will be charged applicable duplication fees in accordance with 5 USC § 552 (a)(4)(A)(ii)(II).
☒ As a general (all others) requester, you will be charged applicable search and duplication fees in accordance with 5 USC § 552 (a)(4)(A)(ii)(III).

Please check for the status of your FOIPA request at www.fbi.gov/foia by clicking on Check the Status of Your FOIPA Request under Records Available Now located on the right side of the page. Status updates are adjusted weekly. The status of newly assigned requests may not be available until the next weekly update. If the FOIPA has been closed the notice will indicate that appropriate correspondence has been mailed to the address on file.
This document is a grievance receipt. I have been grieving the illegal confinement conditions at Lowell. While I am finishing this book, Lieutenant Forman on 5/28/20 is demanding that all the women make up their beds with wool blankets. I’ll bet his office has A/C. All of the women on Quad 2 are terrified that they will suddenly, magically wind up with a new D/P (Disciplinary Report) if they ask about why do we still have no A/C and these cells have no windows, yet Deathrow has A/C and I listened to Lt. Forman have quite the polite, animated conversation with Deathrow murderer Tiffany Cole, who lives in T2-201 and buried 6 elderly people, friends to her family alive. But, all the corrupt Lowell staff that are nasty, verbally, mentally, emotionally abusive to all other inmates, Asst. Warden Gummy, Asst. Warden Stacey Todi, Col. Rossin, Warden Steven Rossiter, all the Lt. and Sgts. and officers love the murders on Death Row & can’t do enough for them.

Surviving Lowell (109) KARLA WOOTEN
The DOC's primary mandate is that all inmates are to be safe in their care, custody and control. Max Blanks, DOC State Classification Officer for Lowell, tried to set me up to be murdered at Lowell by refusing to transfer me when I was put in protective custody on 12/5/2019 despite the fact that Warden Tos, Colonel Rossin and my swrers recommended that I be transferred. Since I've been at Lowell, I've been sexually assaulted, witnessed PRAN'S, filed FERA'S, witnessed crimes that I've reported, been a victim of extortion by Cassandra Holleg, had my life threatened by multiple inmates. In fact on 5/27/2020 Inmate Jacqueline Alonso-Major cooper's former orderly threatened to strangle me in my sleep, murder me by running my head into the wall and Sgt Rivera still put this inmate back in my room in T2213. On 5/29/20 Lt Natali, asked for a witness statement and moved me for my safety into T711. Alonso threatened me so she could move to T1 with her girlfriend Erasic Martin, who was on suicide watch.
Surviving Lowell, one prayer at a time was made possible by my publisher Dennis Sobin at Priso's Foundation and dear friends of mine outside these prison walls. You know who you are. I love you and Thank You. This is my prayer for all the women that have survived Lowell and that are still surviving a Lowell every day, At 3pm on 5/30/20 the ke came back on in T2 after 3 days. Not

Father God, bless us and keep us, please cause your face to shine upon us. God redeem every one of us from evil and redeem our lives from destruction. God give us peace in the midst of confusion, peace that passes all understanding. God speak peace to our hearts, spirits, minds, souls and bodies. Father God, thank you for healing our broken hearts and give us mercy, grace and favor. Father help us to forgive those who have persecuted us. Bless us Lord to be like you and to know that you God love us just as much as you love Jesus. God help us protect us and be merciful to us. Father God help us to have joy in sorrow, peace in the midst of confusion and hope in the face of despair. Bless us to be able to live a life without bitterness and to love our enemies and to know that the battle is the Lord's.

In Jesus Name.

Thank you God, Thank You Jesus, Thank you Holy Spirit

"Surviving Lowell, One Prayer at a Time" (112) Karla Wooten
I have to be fair and say that Lowell does have a few decent staff that do their jobs and do it well. They are few and far between. The officer that said on 5/19/20 that death row had A/C it must be nice, officer Ingram denied me a shower on 5/15/20 when I was housed with Charity Ellis. On 5/24/20 she also told inmates who expressed the fact that they were not that it was her problem that they should stay out of lock down that heartless that any person and officer Ingram is a female officer would say that? She often steals the T2 dorm inmate books if you come out to bathe. We were only allowed to bathe 3x a week on Monday, Wed and Fridays yet they bathe death row daily. And then the officers sit down, gossip, etc for the other 5 hours of their 12 hour shift. The DOC is always telling the state that they need more money. They get 38,000+ per inmate why would they need more money? Most of their staff are fat, overworked and lazy, especially the ones that have been with the DOC for 10 years+. Also the Miami Herald had a lot of their reporters threatened when they exposed a secret Facebook group of DOC officers about 10,000 of them laughing and bragging about inmates that they have killed, raped, maced and murdered and assaulted. This is Florida’s Tax payer $84 at work.

Revising Letter

(110) KARLA WOOTEN
Would do this all the time—then they would all act in conspiracy with other staff and laugh, hi-five each other, crack jokes and they would do this in the presence of other inmates to terrorize them and to let the inmates know that the same thing that they were doing to those poor unfortunate women, that they would also do it to them. Lt. Sillus laughed the most.

And these corrupt staff that swear as law enforcement officers to be professional all times, that all inmates will be safe under the care, custody and control of DOC staff and contractors break and violate the laws that they are sworn to uphold EVERY Day and Mark Inch is quite comical as the New DOC Secretary with his new motto—that the DOC is, “transforming inmates’ lives one inmate at a time.” How by allowing staff to abuse them in violation of the Federal 8th Amendment to the US Constitution that states that US Citizens are to be FREE of Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the deliberate infliction of pain? THIS IS AMERICA. We are the freest country in the world yet have 25% of the World’s Prison population yet we make up 5% of the 8 Billion Global citizens.
to continue at Lowell. At Grasden, at Homestead and all the DOC prisons, I am still hoping that Law Enforcement—the US Attty, US Attty Lawrence Leete, FBI Agents Rachel Rojas, Sean Ryan-FBI Agent, Attty General Ashley Moody, Gov Ron DeSantis, US Dept of Justice Agents, the DEA and FDLE will crack down on all of these crimes being committed. From murders to sexual assaults, beatings, to rapes. I would love to make a deal.

Carissa Roysum told me while we were cellmates from 12/29/2019 to 1/7/2020 that she had to go to Ocean Regional Hospital between 2018 to 2019 due to Sgt. Graham slamming her to the extent that one of her teeth broke off and went into the roof of her mouth.

Roysum also told me about "s lam - a - cracker", "spray - a - nigger" weekends where Graham, Officer Puckett, Officer Hutch and other corrupt Staff when Captain Suppes was still at Lowell would mace inmates that looked like "studs/boys" and call the inmate over to them and either slam the inmate face first into the ground, into fence posts, into walls and either mace them or injure the inmates until those women were bleeding profusely or covered in pepper spray. Staff would then turn the "use of force" cameras off and they would mace the inmates again multiple times. Captain Suppes, Captain Harvey, Captain Josie, Captain Amy, Captam Sikes, Lt Suppes, Sgt Vogan and Sgt Graham + others all at Lowell - "Law Enforcement/corrective Staff"
I asked C.C. if she was OK and she said that she was paying Quachetta Grispy so much money that it was enough to send all 4 of her kids to college.

When I confronted Grispy about this Grispy told me that she knew too much about C.C. for C.C. to ever get rid of her.

While Grispy was in jail I watched her before she was taken to jail for trying to stab an inmate. Katrina Graham — Grispy would stand over C.C. and have C.C. contact her pen pals some of them very wealthy men to send out Western Wire transfers to Grispy's family + to other inmates who would make up names and then do a test question because Western Union up to a certain dollar amount does not require the individual picking up the wire to produce an ID. So this is how Grispy and another Drug dealer named Kelly Nelson and her girlfriend Delilah Musinovic would get paid and pay the staff bringing in the drugs. This is also how Stacey Bailey had thousands of dollars in her account, Chloe Johnson, Cassie Martin, Nicole O Keefe and others from Drug deals.

Now it is AMAZING that the DEA, FBI, US Attorney Florida Attorney General’s Office of the State and the Prosecutor are allowing all this Drug Trafficking, Money Laundering, Wire fraud, Bank Fraud, Organised Crime, Organised fraud, Grand Theft, Racketeering, Communications Fraud.
he was giving her direct orders to meet
him after he would tell her that he needed
to see her later while the entire dorm would
be in line for either AM or PM work calr or
in line for meals. C.C. would tell Sgt E. that
he did not need to see her and he would
tell her that this was not a request that it
was a direct order. C.C. whose bed was
directly across from my bed would pass my
bed 6-8 times a day seeking of sex. Sgt E
who was not the assigned K dorm Sgt would
often times come and stand in the dorm bare
with Sgt S and Captain F and stare at C.C
C.C. started disappearing a lot of times
during the day and at evening pill line on this
shift and would often be seen coming from
behind abandoned buildings and out of deserted
areas with male staff. In addition to all of this
C.C. would always have drugs and cigarettes which
she would then smoke in the K2 toilet areas,
in the violet with her friends. I saw C.C. many
times crawling on the floor of the bathroom
vomiting, detoxing unable to go to the bathroom
One day Sgt E. came into our dorm with a stick
and when C.C. asked him what was he going to
do with the stick he told her that he would
"spank" her with it. One day while at Major Cooper's
office to send out legal mail with C.C.; Sgt E + Sgt
S started harassing C.C. and telling her that she
owed them a favor for saving her from a D.A. written
by Major Cooper on her.
Have I been a victim of sexual harassment at Lowell? Yes. Have I been a victim of sexual assault in the DOC? Yes. Have I had to file PREA's (Prison Rape Elimination Act Complaints) in the DOC? Yes.

I've also had to file them on behalf of other inmates who were either too afraid to file the PREA on their own or due to that inmate being under the influence of drugs brought into them by Staff.

For example, when I was housed in K2 on Lowell Main Unit from 1/21/20 to 3/26/20 an inmate was being blackmailed and extorted by Quachetta Gispy. Gispy and her girlfriend Melissa McDonald were selling drugs to this inmate whose initials are CC. I am only protecting her identity because she went home in 5/20 and may prosecute 3 male DOC Staff for pressuring her for sex while she was on Lowell Main Unit in K4 dorm. So due to the fact that there may be pending litigation I will protect her identity. Sgt E, Sgt S and Captain F continually brought this inmate CC in drugs + cigarettes which she would smoke with an inmate named Monica who lived in K212B (Shirley Prestegard Bunker) and an inmate named Dusty (Sgt) who lived in K2123B and an inmate who lived in K214C single named Tiffany Higgenbotham, CC used to ask me to wake her up in the morning so that she could get ready to meet Sgt E. If she (C.C) did not go out to meet Sgt E, Sgt S and Captain F they would come looking for her and tear up our dorm, which Admin Staff told us was the cleanest dorm on the compound, yet Sgt E would try to terrorize our dorm, and that C.C. would not come outside. He would then tell her that

WILL I WIN (WWBLL 100) CARLA WOOTON
I heard Aleasha Snyder say as she was being released from confinement that she wonders who she has to set on fire, bury alive, or kill to receive a full cup of justice like death row gets. Remember Allen murdered viciously her maid, Cole burned alive an elderly couple and Tina Brown set a 17 year old on fire with her daughter who is also at Lowell. And her daughter is a Sierra (5) dorm confinement orderly named Brittany Miller. Yes the inmate that I told you smuggled into lock drugs, coffee, love letters, and food to Carissa Beytum.

Before I forgot iloydum is pending transfer to Homestead but due to 300 inmates having COVID at Homestead that is pending. How do I know about this in lock? Eugenia Austin made an announcement about a letter that a friend of hers that is housed at Homestead told her about. And it was received on 5/29/20 because Lowell's mail room didn't catch it. As inmates are not allowed to receive mail from other inmates unless it is their spouse, or child and both prisons have to prove that it is OK for the mail to be allowed to be received. What is strange to me is that whoever is in the mailroom at Lowell is "NOT Catching" a lot of stuff—they are not catching a lot of the drugs and cigarettes being sent into the prison or they are looking the other way.

Finally I talked about a lot of inmates, let's talk about me. I am NOT an Angel, but I am an Advocate for change and I don't like hypocrisy or discrimination or favoritism.
To prove to you that I am Not lying because Asst Warden Quimby always tries to act like I am lying to cover up his illegal activity the following DOC Staff were at work on 5/27/20 when the AIC went out Officer Peterson, Officer Sylvester, Lt Damron, Sgt Rivera on 5/28/20 we had Officer Robinson who sweated all day and asked Lt Nabiel the Admin Lt to call maintenance. Lt Nabiel did call maintenance the AIC went out again and 2dorm’s AIC was out as well. But 2dorn is an open dorm that had fans—we are confined roasting to 2 man cells. On 5/29/20 we had Sgt Thomas in Tdorm, Sgt Smith, Officer Janue, Officer Scott, Officer Janue, Officer Robinson, Lt Forman. Inmates housed in Tdorm - Inmate Boneta, Tiffany Cole, Tina Brown, Margaret Allen, Shaneka Thompson, Ashley Snyder, (Alesha) Karla wooten, Eugenia Austin, Iris Feliciano, Jacqueline Alonso, Nicole O’Keefe, Inmate Moore. A confinement orderly named Angelina Taylor + others that I can name. So what happened with Death Row is discrimination, illegal and favoritism. Now Death Row gets treated real special—they get full cups of juice, all the other 58-100 get less than 1/4 of a cup of juice, they get chicken leg quarters, we get nasty imitation chicken patties or Zesty patties (soy burgers); they get TV’s + to send emails on jpay, and take showers daily and shop $1.00 and go to Cosmo, etc. All kinds of illegal special discriminatory favoritism.

Living Lowell
(96) Carla Wooten
I want to take the time to thank every advocate that has ever tried to help the women at Lowell, especially State Rep. Dianne Hart, State Rep. Amy Mercado, the FACE, the FBI, the US Dept of Justice. Do NOT give up because there is still a lot of work that needs to be done. Warden Steven Rossiter, Warden Quimby, Warden Tosi are not a part of the solution. C dorm which is condemned that has asbestos blocks, that the DOC website lies and says is closed is still open and still has inmates living in it. How do I know? I lived in C dorm in 2018 and 2019. C dorm where the pregnant women live have unsafe living conditions. How do I know? The pregnant women told me while I was in the Breakfast, Dinner and lunch lines with them when I lived in C dorm from 10/2019 to 12/5/2019. B dorm and A dorm which the Health Dept told Hope Gartman, Regional Director of Institutional Operations NOT to house inmates in them due to asbestos contamination when she was Lowell's Warden from 2014, 2017, 2018 Rossiter plans to reopen after having to close them due to gas leaks, mold, Mildew and non-working heaters in mid November 2019 early December, also an officer was unconscious in the bathroom on the floor. due to a gas leak in one of those dorms. Inmates who were exposed to the gas Jessica Rodriguez + others stated that when they tried to go to Medical that DOC Medical provider Centurion or the Staff refused to treat them. Isn't the Medical standard - Do No Harm? Let's go back to T dorm and no AIC on 5/27, 5/28, 5/29, 5/30/20;

WVING LOWELL  (98) KARLA WOO TEN
Per "Chapter 33", inmates are to be housed in dorms with windows that open or that have climate control. Tango dorm's windows do NOT open so that means that we are "roasting" in these cells. And last Warden Quimby on 5/29/20 came into T dorm Quad 2, with Lieutenant Forman and made sure that the AIC maintenance Staff made sure that cells 3301 where Death Row Inmate Tiffany Cole is housed and 3302 where Tina Brown is housed and 3304 where Margaret Allen is housed has AIC. How do I know that he did that I stood at my door at 3:41 and I watched him put his hand out under the AIC vent in 3301 to make sure that the row that Death Row has been housed on that they have AIC. Yet CH 33, says that the inmates are to be treated the same, the failure of DOC Staff to do so is both discrimination, harassment and a violation of State and Federal Law. Officer Janman and Officer Fiorino where inside the T dorm officer station while I watched Asst Warden Quimby and Lt Forman doing this. In addition to All of this when I came out for my shower Friday 5/29/20 Officer Ingram told Officer Janman who was working until 11 p.m. (16 hours) that it must be nice that Death Row AIC worked when NO one else's AIC worked and even the officers were sweating.
State Rep Dianne Hart has been a very active advocate for Lowell, especially when she was able to get an A/C unit installed for the pregnant inmates at Lowell and she had a bill passed to obtain hygiene for women at Lowell. State Rep Dianne Hart also has advocated for Prison Reform and so has Sen. Senators and State Rep Amy Mercado and State Rep Carlos Guillermos Smith. Also Julie Brown-Miami Herald reporter has exposed a lot of the corruption at Lowell. She did an especially powerful article on 2/23/2017 that is titled "Women housed in Subhuman Conditions at Lowell with No Water and No A/C. Read all about it at miamiherald.com. So there is no way that I would lie about my experiences and the experiences of other inmates at Lowell. In fact this book is only 108-112 pages and I could write 1000 pages about Lowell. The A/C issues, water and housing issues continue. Today is 5/30/2020 and I am in T dorm without A/C yet Deathrow on Quad 2 where I am housed has A/C while I and 35 other women are sweltering and roasting in these cells. Our dorm officer today is an officer named Officer Scott. The A/C has been out since 5/27/20. Yet
articles. I am strongly encouraging my leaders to do their own research and read the Newsweek Article with interviews from Atty Ryan Andrews, the Atty from Cheryl Waymer in which he talks about Lt Keith Turner a rapist in the DOC who was allowed to have sex acts performed on him by various inmates for drugs + cigarettes, which is illegal, who threw various inmates into chairs, did uses of force and his behavior was known and never reprimanded or terminated - that you will see that I am not lying. Because the Dept of Corruption and its Staff will try to act like I am making unfounded allegations. But, I couldn't make this up and if my allegations are unfounded why is it that Fox35 newsorlando.com has numerous ex-DOC Staff + ex inmates that were protesting in front of Lowell in Sept + October 2019 saying that they "SURVIVED Lowell" and those individuals, Debra Bennett, Shandela Gates and others are all over the Internet, YouTube and elsewhere sharing their Survivors' Horrific Stories. Also why would US Atty Ashleigh Banua initiate Civil Rights Investigations against Lowell, and now US Atty Eric Trinh is involved. In 2018, I spoke to US Atty Eric Gerard and Johannes Petitt of the US Dept of Justice who went into every Dorm at Lowell Annex + Lowell Main Unit talking to inmates. Also
In their care, custody and control.

Now make sure that you understand that the Dept of Corruption and its staff deliberately and arbitrarily ignores Chapter 33, and does what they want to do and Chapter 33, is not just a rule. It is a state law that rules, directs, governs and controls All DoC staff and All DoC contractors and the inmate population, there is NO Exception to this Rule. All DoC Staff have an Employee Code of Conduct, a morals clause and they sign contracts that state that they will abide by All State and Federal Laws. Not at Lowell.

I am telling you this because there will be a Second Book about Lowell called Department of Corruption. In that Book which is a companion to this Book, there will be All of the lawsuits and grievances that I filed + additional motions, the States responses, the responses of judges, who allow the DoC + its Staff to abuse the inmates who are supposed to be Safe but are NOT Safe at Lowell. Also Dept of Corruption will have letters from the FBI talking about Retaliation against me + letters from US Atty Ashleigh Banana. You can do your own research on Lowell by reviewing press releases issued by State Rep Dianne Hart and Rules Davis, her Press Secretary, reading reports from the FBI + US Atty that are in public record in case # 5:19 cv 00019 WFS RL in the US District Court Middle District of Florida fml.gov and in the Marion County Clerk of Court Records, also read Miami Herald.com stories + Newsweek

Surviving Lowell (85) KARLA WOOTEN
Offender 16 year old Inmate Gomez. So Ms. Lawyer told Ms. Farmer to take me to see a Psychiatric when I am Not a Psych inmate and do Not use their services. All of this was out of Retaliation when Chapter 33, the State Law says that Staff is NOT allowed to retaliate against Inmates who exercise their Federal First Amendment rights to file a Grievance, this fight to petition the Government for redress is NOT only a Constitutional Right under the First Amendment it is covered under the State Constitution and Chapter 33 to write a Grievance, So I was forced by both of these corrupt Lowell Staff to see Mr. Jacobs in Psych Services for mental Health where I signed a refusal, I then wrote that up and put both Ms. Lawyer + Farmer’s name in my lawsuit. When I saw the Feds in 2018 while in 4 dorm on 8/24/2018, I talked to them for 2 1/2 hours about the abusive behavior of Staff at Lowell. I’ve told them about 20-30 corrupt officers and gave them witnesses. US Atty Lanza wrote me a 4 page letter thanking me for my help and telling me to advise them if I experienced any retaliation. This counts as retaliation doesn’t it? US Atty Eric Trinh called my family but the US Dept of Justice is NOT just because a lot of corrupt Staff that they would have put in prison for committing violations of both State and Federal law are still terrorizing the inmates that are to be safe.

SURVIVING LOWELL (83) KAYLA WOOTEN
I had been bullied by Lt. Strakken to strip naked in the shower to be searched by her and another officer. This is all for the bogus extortion DL written by Sgt Pasquale out of retaliation for my filing a PPA against Shirley Presley who he was bringing in drugs + I had rejected Sgt Pasquale when he made sexual advances to me on 12/5/2019 + 2/13/2020. I also filed a PPA on Sgt Pasquale. PPA retaliation is illegal and so is sexual harassment and discrimination. Those fraudulent Disciplinary Reports were written to make me lose my Appeals as I had 4 Appeals in the Appellate Courts and usually the State Atty General will tell judges about what your behavior has been in prison. So consult Staff like Ms Laniier deliberately tried to destroy me by approving the bogus DIs that should have been bettering an Extortion and FRAUD DIs + Laniier should have been fired in September/October of 2019 due to her OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE IN THE WAYNIER CASE her self-role in that case + in 12/2/2019 she called ME down to the main unit classification and told me to STOP writing unit classification and told me to STOP writing grievances that NO one at Lowell was doing a damn thing to ME, which is and was a lie. She then told ME that she was referring ME to PSYCH and asked ME if I was crazy. This was retaliation for my writing up the fact that she said that it wasn't her problem that PEdophile ADA COOL was molesting youthful

Surviving Lowell (81) Cara Wooten
from talking to inmate witnesses that could testify on the events that had occurred.

State Rep. Alaine Hart, the FBI found all sent investigators yet most of the witnesses were gone. Those still at Lowell Work Camp were so terrorized about what had happened to Waymer that they would not talk out of fear that they would also be attacked. To also obstruct justice and to prevent inmates from talking to law enforcement corrupt Lowell Work Camp staff would do bogus drills and pretend to be "in count" for hours hoping that investigators would leave when count time was clear and the drills were unnecessary. Lowell Work Camp staff in special they put the nastiest of the nastiest, most corrupt abusive staff that they have at the Work Camp. The dorms are so hot that the temps often exceed 100 degrees the inmates are housed in dorms that if you housed an animal in that the state would prosecute you for animal cruelty and inhumane treatment. Staff scream and cuss out the inmates all day long. Staff like officer Linda Salvage who on 3/27/10 shined a flashlight in my face at 9:30 am turned up my radio to the max waking up the entire dorm and told me that I was going to jack put my bed sheets down on the floor to the officer station, I stomped all over them with my boots and then stomped on my pantie, bras and T-shirts all while lying to me and packing my property.
Thank You,

Kari L. Counts
DC + 74843E
Florida Women Reception Center
3700 NW 11th Place
Ocala, FL 34482

PS: I would like for Betty Money to send to me a copy of the Declaratory Statement.

Also, I do not understand how the DOC is condoning all the girlfriends that are housed together in C2. Morgan Leapsed + Anna Davis, Carole Pfeiffer and Ashley Mullinney, Tanika Saillard and Tayna Crait, and these inmates are in the beds one by one with each other + they have personal relationships with their bosses + staff. They touch all on each other all the time. Each other are in the closets + toilet stalls together etc. It is NOT a convenience that they are housed like this. It is a 678A Violation + 9-7 and staff are facilitating sex act which per F.A.C. 33, there is NO such thing as consensual sex between an inmate and an inmate or an inmate and staff. Watch Saillard touch coats at court time for the last 7-10 days at 9:30 am + at the 3130 document in camera. Why is this being answered? Ship me ASAP back to Gadsden

(77)
With Lowell Main Unit and Lowell Annex, I talk about Turner’s arrest for being a pedophile and how he raped a 7 year old child and how Turner was involved in the paralysis of inmate Cheryl Waymer. He was the only person involved in that. After Waymer was slammed to the ground and her neck broken, inmates witnesses say that Waymer’s body was non-responsive. I was transferred to Lowell Work Camp on 11/5/2019 and transferred back to Lowell Main Unit on 11/16/2019 and then transferred again on 3/26/2020. Inmate witnesses saw Lt Benkoff and Sgt Burgess hog tie this inmate and drag her body on the ground to Medical, when Waymer could not be revived they then threw the inmate into a van where the seat belt buckle cut her in her eye, causing her to lose her eye. They then brought her still non-responsive body to the Annex and took it into Sierra dorm to the nurse. Still hog-tied and then they called EMS — Emergency Medical Services and had the ambulance back all the way up to the doors, shutting down the entire Annex prison. They try to cover up the illegal actions by Officer Dean, Lt Turner, Sgt Burgess, Lt Benkoff and Lt Snuth all of whom were present when Waymer was slammed for trying to give Staff a Medical pass. To cover up what happened to Waymer and to obstruct justice, Ms Lanier — Lowell Main Unit/Lowell Work Camp Classification Supervisor deliberately started transferring to Gadsden Inmates that witnessed Staff’s assault on Waymer. Lanier did this to prevent Law Enforcement—the FBI, FBI, US Att'y
With her legs. On another occasion Suppes forgot naked inmates that she was supposed to have been searching after visitation and went outside to smoke a cigarette instead of doing her job. A male officer walked into the visitation room and saw the inmates naked who started screaming. When he asked them where was their officer, it was discovered that Suppes was belted the visitation park on the main unit smoking a cigarette. The only reason that Suppes is a lieutenant is because in the incident with Kirby she was pregnant, and in the incident with Kirby she was pregnant, and she urinated on herself on the day that she tried to be like her husband and slam this inmate in handcuffs. Her husband then tried to come to work in shorts and flip flops to come onto the prison compound to hurt inmate Kirby. Kirby was transferred across the street to Florida women's reception center. To get out of a pending lawsuit/potential lawsuit the Florida Department of Corridor promoted an officer that should have been fired a long time before. Any of these incidents occurred.

Lowell has a long history of cover ups and corruption and promoting evil, abusive Doc Staff. Like the 2020 arrest of Lt Turner. The Doc had many complaints filed with the DOC Inspector General about Turner sexually assaulting inmates for cigarettes and drugs that he brought into the prison. He was never reprimanded or prosecuted—instead, he was promoted. Newsweek has a very detailed article about Turner and his cronies at Lowell women's camp which is in the same parking lot.

Surviving Lowell (70) KALLA WOOTEN
grievances and tried to set me up to be beaten by an inmate that had beaten every cellmate that she had in lock that was supposed to be housed alone. Sgt Harvey, Captain Harvey's wife allowed Roysum's friend Courtney to steal from the Staff canteen numerous times, which is inmate favoritism and still did not fire this inmate knowing that the inmate was a thief. In fact Ms Shivers refused to fire the inmate allowing her to steal canteen. Captain Harvey, I've told you about him and his terror tactics. Inmates were so terrorized by him that they would not go to breakfast on his shift because of how he and Sgt No 1 and all the officers on the 7 pm to 7 am shift on Lowell Main Unit would call them bitches and cunts and whores. Captain Shipes I've told you about in addition to him lying on inmates, beating inmates, etc he would verbally, mentally, emotionally abuse inmates that were to be safe under his care, custody and control. His wife No one wanted to work with her on 1 occasion she was supposed to take an inmate to Medical, she locked the inmate in the holding cell and forgot that the inmate was in the cell. Staff were counting and could not locate the inmate. Lt Shipes also while the inmate was in cuffs - Inmate Kirby tried to slam the inmate to trip her and the inmate reversed the slam and Kirby put Shipes in a head lock.
The FBI needs to work with the US Dept of Justice to initiate Project Greenlight and to plant undercover agents posing as both inmates and staff to arrest corrupt Lowell officers. If they did not some of the assaults, batteries, rapes, vicious behavior that is illegal that Lowell staff engages in would cease. Only when these staff are put into prison will this staff and their family members who work here stop abusing the females that are to be safe in their care, custody and control. What is the US DoJ doing? NOTHING.

One of the main reasons that Lowell is so corrupt is that there are a lot of husbands and wives that work at Lowell, and sisters and brothers, mothers, fathers, and cousins. They all cover for each other.

Let me give you an example. Captain Coffee's wife - Sgt Coffee works at Lowell; Captain Harvey's wife works at Lowell, Captain Suppes wife - Lt Suppes works at Lowell. Are they qualified for their jobs?? You be the judge, would you want these people working in your business? Because they work for the dollars of the Tax Payers. Captain Coffee is verbally/mentally/emotionally abusive to inmates and a racist. Many grievances were filed on him, his wife used to deny me surviving Lowell.
I would like to tell you that Lowell does have some decent Staff like Officer Gary, Sgt Garrett, Sgt Delucca, Lt Natoni and others. 30% of their Staff do the RIGHT thing. 70% of their Staff do NOT do the RIGHT thing. Now in 2015 an Inmate was stumped to death and murdered at Lowell. Her name was Latandra Ellington, she saw a man named Sgt (see the Miami Herald Articles) having sex with an Inmate, he told her to keep her mouth shut or that he would stomp her to death. All of Ellington’s mail started being tampered with and one of Ellington’s friends told her family. Her family called the Lowell Main Unit Major and was told that Ellington would be protected. They put Ellington in a lock in Tongo dorm (yes where I am in lock) and this Sergeant came through the gate and this Sergeant came through the gate from the Main Unit onto the Annex-Staff let him through the gate and through 4 other gates and he entered this inmates cell with other Staff and stomped her to death. Her family did not know how she died until her body was exhumed with boot prints on it. This is typical at Lowell.

I talked to the U.S. Dept of Justice reps on 8/29/2018 while on Lowell Main Unit in 9

Civil Rights Probe Investigation into Lowell. U.S. Atty Ashleigh Banza initiated a
dorm. U.S. Atty Eric Trinh took over that investigation. He has called my friends and family about Lowell Staff.
Roysum was in prison for paying through Western Union Wire Transfers deputies at the Orlando Orange County jail $67,000 to bring in drugs and Roysum overdosed on Facebook live on a cell phone that deputies brought her. Roysum was revived put into solitary confinement in the county jail and then given new charges that took her original prison sentence from 3 years to 10 years.

While I am finishing this book on 5/29/20 I asked Officer Jamjian in Tango dorm Quad 2 for Grievances which I did not receive due to the fact that the A/C is still out and has been for 2 days. Officer Jamjian has all the cell lites on it is almost 100 degrees and this is abuse, illegal and cruel and unusual punishment. Jamjian is corrupt and does not care about serving us our food in a timely manner. In fact on 5/20/20 and 5/21/20 she took almost 45 minutes to an hour and 15 minutes to serve us our food trays. When per chapter 33, the State law that governs Doc staff states that inmates food is to be served in a timely manner. I did advise the lock lieutenant-Lieutenant Nathel but nothing has changed in Jamjian behavior.

5 minutes before the Grievance lady shows up Jamjian brings a grievance to me. I filed it in time.
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Lowell Correctional Institution - Main Unit
11120 N.W. Gainesville Rd
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2019-11-20-0009

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on December 9, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Lowell Correctional Institution - Main Unit.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Lowell Correctional Institution
11120 N.W. Gainesville Rd
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on November 1, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sara Hall, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite #250
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
   Sara Hall, Inspector General
November 7, 2019

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Lowell Correctional Institution - Main Unit
11120 N.W. Gainesville Rd
Ocala, FL 34482-1479

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on November 7, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility and your transfer to Lowell Correctional Institution - Main Unit. You also requested a transfer.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sara Hail, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4030 Esplande Way, Suite #250
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Sara Hail, Inspector General
September 5, 2019

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #148438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on September 5, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff at the Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections and to the Inspector General for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to the following address:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sara Hall, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite #250
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
    Sara Hall, Inspector General
Dear Ms. Wooten:

This letter acknowledges receipt of your correspondence. The information you seek does not fall under the purview of the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA); therefore, we have forwarded your correspondence to the appropriate office for their review and handling determination.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information
Dissemination Section
Information Management Division
April 16, 2019

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044-Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: OIG Case Number 2019.112

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Florida Department of Management Services, Office of Inspector General, received your complaint from the Office of the Chief Inspector General on April 11, 2019. In your complaint, you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff. Specifically, you expressed concerns about the conduct of the Department of Management Services Contract Monitor.

After having an opportunity to review your concerns, we are referring your complaint information to the Department of Management Services, Division of Specialized Services, Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring for review and action deemed appropriate. You may contact the Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring at:

Department of Management Services
Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring
4050 Esplanade Way
Suite 380
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Dawn E. Case
Interim Inspector General

cc: Director Kelley Boree
    Division of Specialized Services
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on April 1, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about your missing legal documents, and the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections and the Interim Inspector General for the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General’s office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Interim Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite #250
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Dawn Case, Interim Inspector General
March 29, 2019

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: OIG Case Number 2019.104

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Florida Department of Management Services, Office of Inspector General, received your complaint from the Office of the Chief Inspector General on March 25, 2019. In your complaint, you expressed concerns about corruption and the conduct of staff within Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having an opportunity to review your concerns, we are referring your complaint information to the Department of Management Services, Division of Specialized Services, Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring for review and action deemed appropriate. You may contact the Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring at:

Department of Management Services
Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring
4050 Esplanade Way
Suite 380
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Dawn E. Case
Interim Inspector General

cc: Director Kelley Boree
Division of Specialized Services
March 20, 2019

Inmate Rashida Brooks, DC #E07487
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: OIG Case Number 2019.99

Dear Inmate Brooks:

The Florida Department of Management Services, Office of Inspector General, received your complaint from the Office of the Chief Inspector General on March 15, 2019. In your complaint, you expressed concerns about the medical care you received at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having an opportunity to review your concerns, we are referring your complaint information to the Department of Management Services, Division of Specialized Services, Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring for review and action deemed appropriate. You may contact the Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring at:

Department of Management Services
Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring
4050 Esplanade Way
Suite 380
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Dawn E. Case
Interim Inspector General

cc: Director Kelley Boree
Division of Specialized Services
This letter acknowledges receipt of your correspondence. The information you seek does not fall under the purview of the FOIA/FOIPA; therefore, we have forwarded your correspondence to the appropriate office for their review and handling determination.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information Dissemination Section
Information Management Division
March 19, 2019

To: Office of the Executive Secretariat

From: David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information Dissemination Section
Information Management Division

Request No.: NFP-105273

The enclosed correspondence is being forwarded to your office for assignment to the appropriate division. Should you have any further questions, please contact the Public Information Officer at (540) 868-4593. Please refer to tracking number NFP-105273.

Enclosure(s)
March 15, 2019

Inmate Rashida Brooks, DC #E07487
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2019-03-15-0004

Dear Inmate Brooks:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your complaint on March 15, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of medical staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your concerns, by copy of this letter, we are referring your complaint to the Interim Inspector General for the Department of Management Services and the Inspector General for the Department of Corrections for review of any issues that may fall within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Management or the Department of Corrections by writing to the following addresses:

Dawn Case, Interim Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite #250
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Dawn Case, Interim Inspector General
    Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on February 19, 2019, in which you expressed concerns about the living conditions and the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Espalier Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC# T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Hwy  
Quincy, FL 32351

RE: SIG Case Number 2019.52

Dear Inmate Wooten,

The Florida Department of Management Services, Office of Inspector General, received a copy of your complaint from the Office of the Chief Inspector General on October 30, 2018. In your complaint, you expressed concerns regarding drugs found in an inmate's locker due to "common bed" areas. Additionally, you expressed concerns about Unit Manager Roundtree favoring certain inmates.

After having an opportunity to review your concerns, we are referring your complaint to the Department of Management Services, Division of Specialized Services, Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring for review and action deemed appropriate. You may contact the Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring at:

Department of Management Services  
Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring  
4050 Esplanade Way  
Suite 380  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Dawn E. Case  
Inspector General

cc: Director Kelley Boree  
Division of Specialized Services
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on October 29, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Dawn Case, Inspector General
October 29, 2018

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Highway
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on October 29, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
Department of Corrections
501 S. Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General
Department of Management Services
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General
    Dawn Case, Inspector General
November 23, 2018

Inmate Karla Wooten, DC# T48438
Gadsden Correctional Facility
6044 Greensboro Hwy
Quincy, FL 32351

Dear Inmate Wooten,

The Florida Department of Management Services, Office of Inspector General, received a copy of your complaint from the Office of the Chief Inspector General on October 19, 2018. In your complaint, you expressed concerns regarding the conduct of staff at Gadsden Correctional Facility. Specifically, you expressed concerns about Unit Manager Roundtree favoring certain inmates and Unit Manager Roundtree and other security staff harassing, bullying, threatening, and intimidating inmates.

After having an opportunity to review your concerns, we are referring your complaint to the Department of Management Services, Division of Specialized Services, Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring for review and action deemed appropriate. You may contact the Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring at:

Department of Management Services
Bureau of Private Prison Monitoring
4050 Esplanade Way
Suite 380
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

Dawn E. Case
Inspector General

cc: Director Kelley Boree
Division of Specialized Services

CASE #: 72-01-01-01-00-00
Inmate Karla Wooten, DC #T48438  
Gadsden Correctional Facility  
6044 Greensboro Highway  
Quincy, FL 32351-9100

RE: Chief Inspector General Correspondence # 2018-10-19-0005

Dear Inmate Wooten:

The Office of the Chief Inspector General received your additional information on October 29, 2018, in which you expressed concerns about the conduct of staff and inmates at Gadsden Correctional Facility.

After having had the opportunity to review your continued concerns, by copy of this letter, we are forwarding your additional information to the Inspectors General for the Department of Corrections and the Department of Management Services for review of any issues within their respective jurisdictions and action deemed appropriate.

In the event that you have any further questions, please contact the Inspector General's office for the Department of Corrections or the Department of Management Services by writing to one of the following addresses:

Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Department of Corrections  
501 S. Calhoun St.  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2500

Dawn Case, Inspector General  
Department of Management Services  
4050 Esplande Way, Ste. #217  
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0950

Sincerely,

Office of the Chief Inspector General

cc: Lester Fernandez, Inspector General  
Dawn Case, Inspector General
Let's go back to Stacey Bailey the Main Drug dealer in K dorm at Lowell, also Trafficking in that dorm was Quachetta Glisy (Tasha); Thursday Engram; Inmate Montsalvage; Inmate Logan (Bailey’s girlfriend); Inmate Tiffany Hodges and Inmate Jeanette Johnson. So when Stacey Bailey and Shirley Presley confronted me about Amanda I said to her Stacey I did not know that Amanda was buying drugs from you. Stacey then stood up in K2 and made an announcement where she said “Yes, I sell drugs – yes I will continue to sell drugs and you will continue to buy them.” When Bailey made this dorm announcement- I said, Thank you Bailey. I was thanking Bailey because other inmates had told me that Inmate Bailey was selling drugs but, I did not know for sure that she was the reason that the inmates in K dorm were in an uproar, fighting in the bathrooms, trying to stab each other with shanks, etc. So Bailey confirmed what I had been told at that time I found out that Bailey was having Inmate Shirley Presley, a 69 year old black woman hold her dope due to Bailey believing that Presley was untouchable.
So I had believed that Holley was my friend and I thought that if I trusted her enough to put money into her account that I didn't have to hold her hand to follow her to the store. I started noticing that the receipts that Holley was bringing me were missing items and that she was buying things that I did not ask her to buy. Also Holley because she had my canteen list would know what I had in my locker and started asking me for items out of my locker because she knew what was in my locker. Now one of the main reasons that I had Holley going to the store for me was because I have non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, lymphoedema and my left leg is swollen 2-3x the size of my left leg. So I often have trouble walking and am carrying 10-15lbs of fluid in/on my leg. Corrupt Lowell staff had stopped giving me my lax when I requested an antibiotic due to my running fevers for almost 30 days and the Center of Florida the POC Medical provider refused to give me an antibiotic despite the fact that my left leg was hot and swollen to the touch, red, inflamed and looked like a piece of rotten fruit. Due to exposure to contaminated reclaimed water at Lowell which has parasites in it and exposure to round-up which was sprayed over the prisons I used at the prisons I developed this condition which I was diagnosed with in 2018.
April 29, 2020

Karla Wooten #TY8438IT2214
Lowell Correctional Institution
11120 NW Gainesville Road
Ocala, FL 34482

Dear Karla Wooten:

Thank you for your contacting Lambda Legal. We are very sorry to hear of your experiences while incarcerated. As you might know, Lambda Legal is a national organization committed to achieving the full civil rights of gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and transgender people as well as people living with HIV/AIDS through impact litigation, education, and public policy work.

Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA), you must exhaust all internal administrative complaints within the prison system before you would be allowed to take outside legal action. For more information on PLRA, please see the documents I have included in this correspondence. I would also suggest you reach out to Florida Legal Services which has a prison litigation component attached to their services.

Florida Legal Services
P.O. Box 533986
Orlando, FL 32853

Additionally, I am sending you the mailing address of an organization called Just Detention International which fights against sexual abuse in prison and advocates for inmates who have been a victim of sexual abuse.

Just Detention International
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #340
Los Angeles, CA 90010
213-384-1400

We are sorry not to be able to be of more direct assistance, but we do wish you the best of luck in resolving your legal issues.

Sincerely,

Stefan Johnson
Director Legal Help Desk
SURVIVING LOWELL, ONE PRAYER AT A TIME
AUTHOR - KARLA WOOTEN
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BIOGRAPHY - Karla Wooten is a Mother of 2
Adult Sons, an Author, Inventor, Poet, Business
Owner, Real Estate Investor, Daughter, Sister,
Jail House Lawyer and as of December 27,
2007 a convicted Felon that was housed
at one of the most infamous prisons in
the United States= Lowell Correctional
Institution at 11120 NW Gainesville Rd
Ocala, Florida 34482.

This Book is Non-Fiction all of the
statements made in this Book are a True
and accurate account of the Author’s
experiences and the experiences of other
female inmates that the Author met while
housed at Lowell CI Main Unit, Lowell
Annex, Lowell Work Camp, Badsden Correctional
Facility, Homestead and the Florida Women’s
Reception Center. The Author asks for your prayers
while attempting to survive Lowell CI.
I filed for Protective Custody and was put in lock after being threatened by Const. T. Dod Sgt Rutledge that if I did not put my self in pc after being threatened by Rutledge that she would write me up for causing a disturbance in C dorm on 12/5/2019. There was no disturbance other than the one created by Sgt Rutledge who I asked if she would tell Inmate Natori Johnson, one of Ada Cook's girl friends in C dorm - a declassified juvenile offender to leave my Bed Area as it was count time. Inmate Johnson then decided to start cursing me out like a sailor and screaming that all the Lowell Staff hated me and instead of Sgt Rutledge telling Johnson and Ada Cook who both threatened me to be quiet, Sgt Rutledge tried to take a survey of the dorm in violation of the DOC Employee Code of Conduct to ask Inmates if they liked me or not. Which was ridiculous as NO one said that they disliked me except pedophile Cook and her girlfriend Johnson + another C dorm pedophile out of 71 Inmates + another C dorm pedophile out of 71 Inmates yet I was in lock for 57+ days thru Christmas, New Years + Fuck Day due to Staff corruption.
In fact Officer Gary wrote an incident report and Sgt Rutledge made the incident report disappear. When I spoke up about it after an inmate named Cindy Bailey told me that she went to Classification and told Ms. Lamier-Lowell Main Unit Classification Supervisor, Ms Farmer + Mr Kramer about the 46 being sexually assaulted by ADA Cook and now Cook was bragging in Charlie Dorm that she was not only having sex with Inmate Gomey but, also Inmates that were juveniles in her Culinary Arts Class, Lowell DOC Classification Staff told Inmate Bailey that it wasn't their problem. Now when every Inmate comes to prison in Florida we are forced to watch a PETA Prison Rape Video that says that we are to report these incidents to Staff. If an Inmate reports these incidents to Staff, the inmate is then retaliated against, harassed, bullied, threatened, intimidated and suddenly put in lock and then corrupt Staff suddenly start fabricating Disciplinary Reports on the Inmates to force that Inmate to be quiet or to suffer the consequences of obeying the video.
Copies of the Federal lawsuit that I filed with Grievances in Case Number 5:20 CV 0019 WFG PRL as well as letters from the US Dept of Justice, US Attty, FBI, Gov DeSantis can be requested under the Freedom of Information Act, US Code §, Sections 551 and 552 out of the files of the Clerk of Court for the US District Court - Middle District of Florida, Ocala Division. There is a Second Civil Rights lawsuit that I filed and it is under this court also. It details my being extorted by Inmate Cassandra Holley after I moved into IC dorm and how Lowell then had me housed with a Drug Trafficking Gang. It also deals with how I had to file a PLA Compliant on an Inmate named Shirley Presley and Sgt Lasqueale who acted in conspiracy with Presley to set me up with a fraudulent Disciplinary Reports to have me put into lock for 90 days. Throughout my Prison sentence I’ve had to file numerous lawsuits and motions. For a time I was indigent. The courts let me file my motions yet they placed a lien on my inmate account. This lien prevented me from buying food and hygiene because Doc Inmate Bank refused to obey State and Federal Court orders to take 10% to 20% of my funds and took 100% to take 10% to 20% of my funds making it hard for me to survive.
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So when I came out of lock I needed food and hygiene so I offered to pay an Indigent Inmate to go to the store for me in exchange for me putting funds into their account. This is considered to be bartering but NO ONE that I know of in 12 years in prison has ever received a D3 for bartering. So let me tell you what these Nasty people at Lowell decided to do to me out of retaliation for my Grievances + my reporting the C dorm PREA. K dorm also had a Gang in the Dorm + Inmates sexually involved with Staff - 2 Sargeants and a Captain. They were bullying the inmate to have sex with them and I was able to see this firsthand and I started writing it up and talking about it to Male Sargeants + a female Captain and was retaliated against by having bogus D3's written on me. Also the Doc Crimes Tips line was deliberately disabled and while we are told to report crimes, PREA's, etc on this line "anonymously" in C dorm, LC dorm, etc Staff has tampered with the line so that it does NOT work and there is NO way to report it anonymously. When you report it to Staff that's when they try to lock you and yet you up. So while I talked to several inmates, an Inmate named Craig Holley volunteered that I could pay her. I didn't ask her Holley asked me.
LOWELL is one of the Most Dangerous Women's prisons in the U.S. In 2019 Inmate Cheryl Wayner while at Lowell Work Camp which is in the same parking lot with Lowell Annex and Lowell Main Unit was viciously slammed on her neck by Officer Dean, in the presence of Lt. Keith Turner who was arrested for raping a seven year old child by the Marion County Sheriff’s Office in 2020. Other corrupt Lowell Staff involved in this incident are Lt. Beninuff, Lt. Smith, Sgt. Burgess who broke this inmate’s neck paralyzing her when Wayner tried to show them a medical pass when they ordered her to clean an outside bathroom. Turner had been raping inmates in violation of the Prison Rape Elimination Act for years and was never demoted or put under investigation he was promoted. (See) Articles in the Miami Herald written by reporters at Miami Herald written by reporters at Miami Herald written by reporters. I came to articles written by Newsweek reporters. I came to
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